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Introduction 

Welcome to the AALRR monthly “Coffee Club” Webinar 

Series. 

Our series will focus on labor and employment law 

issues facing California employers and will provide you 

with a unique understanding and perspective on a 

variety of interesting an timely topics. 

Join us the first Tuesday of every month  

@ 10:00 am for a new and exciting topic. 

Today, we will be discussing effective ways to bring 

your employee handbook into compliance for 2016.  



Meet Susan Steward 
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Susan Steward represents public and private 

sector employers in all employment-related 

matters, including claims of discrimination, 

harassment, retaliation, and wrongful 

termination.  

 

Ms. Steward also represents employers in class 

action lawsuits, particularly class actions 

involving claims for wage and hour violations. 

She defends employers in both state and federal 

courts, and before administrative judges and 

agencies. Ms. Steward also drafts employment-

related agreements and handbooks and 

conducts internal investigations for large private 

and public sector employers. 
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Legal Admonitions 
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Today’s Topics 

•The importance of employee 

handbooks 

•Characteristics of good employee 

handbooks 

•Common mistakes  

•Updates for 2016  
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The Importance of an  

Employee Handbook 

• Clarifies expectations for employees  

• Provides protection for the employer 

• Employee handbook vs. policies and procedures 

manual 
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Characteristics of Good  

Employee Handbooks 

• Contain company policies, guidelines, procedures 

• Designed to motivate employees 

• Convey mission, vision, goals, and objectives of 

the organization 

• No misstatements or ambiguous language 

• One size does not fit all 
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Common Mistakes 

1 Employee handbook not updated 

2 Does not define the employment relationship 

3 Use of ambiguous language 

4 Does not cover all important policies, guidelines and 

procedures 

5 Does not introduce the company 

6 Overbroad policies/lack of detail 

7 Lack of disclaimer 
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Healthy Employee Handbooks for 2016 

Developments from 2014 and 2015 

Sick leave 

Update policies to comply with recent NLRB 

decisions  

Address social media concerns 

Remember “apprentices, interns, and volunteers” 
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Revise Employee Handbook to Include 

Developments from 2014 

• Add “military and veteran status” to protected 

categories 

• Revise paid family leave to include “grandparent, 

grandchild, sibling, parents-in-law” 

• Revise smoking policy to include e-cigarettes and 

vapor-producing devices 

• Add “working time” to email use rules  
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Revise Employee Handbook to Include 

Developments from 2015 (continued) 

•Healthy Workplaces / Healthy Families Act 

– Include / revise sick leave policy 

– Revise PTO policy as needed to reflect HWHF 

Act  
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Revise Employee Handbook to Include 

Developments from 2015 (continued) 

•Harassment and EEO Policies 

– Add “apprentices, interns and 

volunteers” 

– Allow “individuals” to report incidents 

of harassment to the company 
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Revise Employee Handbook to Include 

Developments from 2015 (continued) 

•NRLB’s continued interest in employee 

handbook provisions 

– “Report of the General Counsel 

Concerning Employer Rules” 
(NLRB General Counsel 15-04, March 18, 2015) 



Question 
Answer 

Session 



For questions or comments, please contact: 

Thank You 
Susan Steward 
(562) 653-3200 

ssteward@aalrr.com 
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Disclaimer 

This AALRR presentation is intended for 

informational purposes only and should not be 

relied upon in reaching a conclusion in a 

particular area of law. Applicability of the legal 

principles discussed may differ substantially in 

individual situations. Receipt of this or any other 

AALRR presentation/publication does not create 

an attorney-client relationship. The Firm is not 

responsible for inadvertent errors that may occur 

in the publishing process.   
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